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Elias Gallagher is the guardian of his teenage nephews, and he knows the world’s not a safe place for a
werewolf without pack—especially if they’re half-breeds, like the twin boys. He’s heard there’s an accepting
pack in North Carolina, so that’s where he’s headed when he runs into the one person he’d given up hope of
ever finding—his mate. Even more surprising than finding his mate, is realizing she’s human.

Sue Walsh is solely focused on taking care of her five-year-old son. With her ex fighting her for custody and
local hunters making her life complicated, she doesn’t have time for an attraction to a ruggedly handsome
stranger, especially one with a secret that is going to rock her world.

Each book in the Salvation Pack series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order.
Series Order:
Book #1 Wolf at the Door
Book #2 Wolf in her Bed
Book #3 Wolf on the Run
Book #4 Wolf from the Past
Book #5 Wolf on the Hunt
Book #6 Wolf on a Mission
Book #7 Wolf in his Heart
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From Reader Review Wolf on a Mission for online ebook

Angela Goodrich says

I received a free copy of this book to read and review for Wicked Reads.

I did it! I finally went back and read the first three books in the series before reading the upcoming release,
Wolf on a Mission. Although Walters has written the books in the series in such a way that you can read
them as a standalone, I’m glad I backtracked first because Sue was introduced in Wolf in Her Bed. I feel that
understanding Sue’s relationship with Anny added a layer of richness to the storyline that I would have
otherwise missed out on.

If you don’t have time to start at the beginning of the Salvation Pack series, by all means, do not hesitate to
read Wolf on a Mission as a standalone because Elias’s mission – to find a safe place for his teenage nephews
to learn about being part of a pack – makes this book an enjoyable read all on its own. And don’t worry
about being lost because Walters will fill you in on the important details as you need them. As a full-blooded
werewolf from a very traditional pack, Elias knows the dangers that his nephews face should their half-breed
nature be discovered. Traveling to Salvation has him torn between the hope that the rumors his brother
discovered about the pack are true and fear that they won’t be and that him approaching the pack will
endanger his nephews’ lives. With all of his focus on his nephews and helping them to adjust to life without
their parents, Elias doesn’t have time for a woman in his life, let alone a mate – especially if that mate is a
single mother who also happens to be human. If you read Wolf in Her Bed, it makes the fear Sue experiences
during her first encounter with Elias, Sage, and Reece even more potent, and it’s already pretty strong when
she discovers her 5-year-old son is trying to play with a doggy that’s actually a wolf. Once the fear passes
and Sue’s maternal instinct to protect kicks in, it actually makes for an amusing scene when she steps
between Sage and Elias. My heart hurt so bad for Sage and Reece because Sue’s natural need to mother was
exactly what the boys needed as their uncle was trying to secure them a safe haven. But as we’ve seen in the
previous books in the series, nothing comes easy for the members of the Salvation pack, including those
wanting to join, but perseverance and dedication to the end result make the fight worth it.

I loved getting to catch up with the members of the Salvation pack and seeing how their setup has changed
with the influx of new members we saw in Wolf on the Hunt. The similarity between Elias’s mission to
provide a safe place for his nephews and Sue’s fight to keep her son safe from his neglectful, absentee father
made it easy to see them together as both are protectors in their own way. While the chemistry and sex
between Elias was smoking hot, I will admit to not understanding how Elias was able to deliver a mate bite
to Sue without be worried about her changing like Gwen and Anny had. I can only assume that the author
will reveal more in a future installment. We see yet again, that while you can’t cure stupid, you can scare the
everlovinghell out of it – oh yes, I enjoyed the cameo from the Louisiana pack for once in this series,
immensely. The epilogue left the door wide open for the next installment and I cannot wait to see Walters
has in store for the Salvation pack.

Jacque says



Elias is desperately trying to find a new home for him and his half-breed nephews after the death of his
brother. He's heard Salvation has a pack that is different than the others and has a hope of acceptance within
their pack. Sue has been through quite a bit of heartache and loss and is struggling to stay afloat while raising
a five-year-old son. A chance meeting between Elias and Sue sparks something between them that they never
thought they would ever have. There are complications the least of which she's human and he isn't. They
both want to protect their families, but love can't be denied.

Love, love, love this series! Excellent characters and storytelling keep everything fresh and exciting. Sue is a
previous character in the series and I'm happy to see her make a comeback. She's sweet and caring and his
the cutest little boy in Billy. Life hasn't been kind to her and now her ex is making things difficult for her.
Ugh! Now to Elias...Me. Want. Him. So sweet, so caring, and taking on the responsibilities of raising his two
nephews. Lordy, who doesn't want a man like that! They both have family obligations that pull them to do
what is right yet they can't deny the attraction they feel. Things certainly heat up when they give into their
primal needs. Of course, Elias has a fairly big secret he's keeping from her which seems to be the big focus
of why he knows they shouldn't be together. And since we KNOW there has to be an HEA I will say yes
there is one, but the journey they take to get there, mums the word.

Now for all the secondary characters. The most were major players in previous titles so it was great to see
them again. That is probably what makes this one of my can't-wait-to-read series. The previous characters
just don't fade away, they have important positions within the series and keep adding to it. However, there
are two new ones: twins Sage and Reece. Half-breeds in a world where half-breeds are killed by other full
shifters. I see a story in their futures and can't wait to see what becomes of them.

I've been following the Salvation Pack for a while now and after the last book, I was really wondering how
Ms. Walters was going to keep this series going. Ah...now it makes sense: A previous secondary character.
Very nice way to continue the series, and in the process, introduce a few new characters that will keep the
series going. Not complaining here, in fact, I'm over the moon knowing there will be future books. This is
series very much worth the read. As for the author, I'm already eyeballing a few of her other series to devour.
N.J. Walters has my stamp of approval.

I received this book from the JeepDiva for the express purposes of an honest review. The opinions and rating
of this review are solely mine.
Stars - 4, Flames - 3

CAROLYN Wyman says

In the 6th part of the Salvation Pack, Elias Gallagher is in search of the salvation pack hoping that him and
his twin halfbreed nephews will find a home. Sue single mother raising her son Billie and ex best friend s
friend of Anny, meet Elias. Attraction is fast and Elias knows she’s it for him. NJ Walters once again writes
a great story

Eva Millien says

Elias Gallagher is all too aware that the world is not a safe place for a werewolf on the run and doubly so for



his half-breed nephews so he heads to North Carolina to check out the Salvation Pack but he never expected
to find a mate in this spellbinding paranormal romance.

Sue Walsh is focused solely on raising her five-year-old son and the last things she wants or needs is an
attraction to ruggedly handsome stranger and the readers can’t help but get caught up this romance as Elias
and Sue discover that there are no limits when love runs wild. There is undeniably a hot and sizzling
attraction between Sue and Elias but not only does their responsibilities hold them back but Elias’s secret is a
major obstacle to this romance which has lots of emotional turmoil flowing from the pages and more so
when Sue’s ex starts causing trouble. The characters easily draw the readers into their story as the fast paced
and smooth flowing plot captivates them with lots of suspense, excitement and romance.

Elias is in quite the predicament in trying to find a safe pack for his nephews which keeps the tensions and
suspense high throughout the story and Elias’ attraction to Sue just adds to the pressure since she’s human
and when an accidental sighting leads danger straight to Sue’s doorstep, more adrenaline pumping
excitement spices things up. The intriguing events keep readers glued to the pages and on the edge of their
seat as the vivid imagery of the well written scenes bring the story to life.

The Salvation Pack is growing and I am delighted that it is as this is one of my favorite packs and I was
completely enthralled with Elias and his nephews, the story was full of suspense in a lot of different areas of
the story which kept me from putting the book down until I had read every last word and now I can’t wait to
find out what happens next.

Sarah says

I absolutely loved this book the author makes the characters so life like their stories tug at your heart and you
just wish they never end

You have sue best friends to anny you should remember her from a previous book well this one takes place a
few years later and tragedy strikes her family multiple times alone with her son billy an ex trying to take him
because he thinks billy got money from her parents you just feel for her

Then there's Elias and his nephews sage and Reece aka doggy their trying to find a pack that won't turn them
away for being half breeds in the family and they find salvation and sue

I loved the book but I can only say the only thing I did not like was the fact sue was never turned it breaks
my heart to think she will age and die before Elias I hope in a future book she's turned it would break my
heart otherwise

LunalandBooks says

I received a copy of Wolf on a Mission (Salvation Pack #6) by N.J. Walters in exchange for an honest
review.
I wasn't sure how N.J. Walters was going to continue with the Salvation Pack after the last book. Never fear
though, This book is Amazing! I adore Wolf on a Mission and I am so happy we get to see Sue and Billy



again.

I fell in love with this mother and son during Wolf in Her Bed and having her get her happy ending with the
Hot Alpha Male Elias Gallagher made this book extra special.
Elias is one of my favourite book Alpha Males and I didn't think anyone would be able to top the original
members of the pack.

However, this amazing werewolf brought with him two new additions to the pack in the form of his equally
amazing nephews. These Three quarter werewolves I am sure will have their own books in the near future as
they are simply to fantastic not to get their own HEA.

I cannot recommend Wolf on a Mission enough as N.J. Walters continues to bring us stunning books and
amazing characters you can't help but fall head over heels for.

Sissy's Romance Book Review says

Thanks for this ARC from NetGalley/Publisher for a fair and honest review.
This is book six in the "Salvation Pack" series. I have been jumping around in the series so I would easily
say this is a standalone book.
Elias Gallagher is traveling to Salvation Pack Compound with his two 'half-breed' nephews. Back in their
home town 'half-breed' wolves/man are sometimes killed. Elias has heard that this Salvation Pack are said to
be friends to all half-breed wolves. When they get to North Carolina area by the Salvation Pack Elias and his
nephews camp out. There they meet Sue Walsh who is 100% human and has a young son. Sue too has had a
hard time of it and feels an instant bond with Elias and the nephews. Elias and his 'wolf' are quickly drawn to
Sue and it is hard for him to fight his attraction.
But they both are fighting their own personal battles while trying to deal with their feelings.

Rinou says

J'ai beaucoup aimé Elias et Sue, j'ai trouvé leurs hésitations crédibles, et leurs interactions avec les enfants
sont vraiment réalistes et bien faites. Mon préféré de la série !
Avis complet https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...

Marilyn says

reading everyone in series, they have not left me down yet. 3 to go.

Kat Piparo says

Elias Gallagher is all too aware that the world is not a safe place for a werewolf
on his own and doubly so for his half-breed nephews. I liked Sue and Elias. The
romance wasn't as intense as say Gwen & Jacques but it was sweet and sensual.



Heli - So Many Books - So Little Time says

4.5 stars

Angela (Angel's Guilty Pleasures) says

~ 4.5 Wolf on a Mission Stars ~

 Wolf on a Mission  is book six in the Salvation Pack series by N.J. Walters. Even if you have not read any
of the other books in the Salvation Pack series you are good.  Wolf on a Mission  can be read as a
standalone!
 
First, I must say I've had the Salvation Pack series on my radar for sometime now and I've been wanting to
give it a go. I am glad I picked  Wolf on a Mission  up. I’m hooked and plan on picking up the rest of the
books in this series just to get the full adventure and to enjoy the other mates featured. The author did an
unbelievable job setting up the plot, world, and characters.

 Wolf on a Mission  is a riveting read that had me captivated from the very first page to the last. The author
does an amazing job pulling the reader into the characters, their struggles, and getting you emotionally
involved in their trills and tribulations. Both our hero and heroine have been dealt a few hard hands, but they
both are fighters and they both have something to fight for.

Elias our hero and full-blooded wolf is so sweet, caring, and protective of his family. Him and his nephews
captured my heart the moment they showed up on the pages.

Sue our heroine and human is strong, independent, and protective of her son. She has had a lot to deal with in
her life. It's been one battle after another, but she must and has stayed strong for her son.

Elias and Sue where a fantastic couple to read about. Watching theses two characters develop, fall in love,
and protect those they see as family and friends was great. When they do find adult time, those moments are
sensual and steamy. 
 
Saga and Reece, Elias nephews where adorable, unique, and different in their own way. It was so sweet
watching them show such compassion and even though their teens you can see they're just going to be
amazing men. I can't wait to see how they will develop and where their story goes. 

Wolf on a Mission is one dramatic, heartfelt, and sensual read. For those that love paranormal romance
and sexy alpha werewolves, you should give this book and the series a try.

*Disclaimer: I received a complimentary copy provided by Samhain Publishing via NetGalley with the sole
purpose of an honest review. All thoughts, comments and ratings are my own.



Phoenix77 says

I took a risk selecting Wolf on a Mission. It is book six in the Salvation Pack series and N.J. Walters is a
completely new-to-me author. My gamble paid off in this case as I found the book to be a good point of
entry for a new reader and I liked the world created for the characters.

Wolf packs are isolationist by nature and protective of their members, yet they can be very cruel to those
born slightly different. Elias Gallagher and his brother Everett left their Alaskan family seventeen years
earlier when Everett fell in love with a half-breed woman and started a family. The years away from a pack
were difficult for the brothers but they had each other to rely on. Everything changed for Elias when Everett
and his wife were killed in an accident and he was left to raise his twin nephews. The boys’ hybrid nature
would instantly mark them for death if they returned to Alaska, so Elias sells everything to seek out the
rumored Salvation Pack in rural North Carolina.

Please read the full review at  All About Romance

Book Snob Sue says

This book really had my heart...all of it. In this book we really get to see the after math of a friend and her
son left behind and two teenage half breed teenagers. These boys definitely had all my heart for sure.

Sage and Reece are teenage half breed werewolves that lost their loving parents to a tragic car accident.
Their uncle is taking care of them and trying to find a good pack to take them in and not kill them. His first
choice is the Salvation pack...the best and only choice in my opinion.

He and the boys are camping in the woods by Anny's house, where Sue, her former best friend is staying
with her son. Her soon sees the twin that can shift in wolf form and goes to him. And that's how they all
meet. The twins are so good with Sue's son Billy, they are great boys. Sue's had it really hard since Anny had
to leave her, both her parents, that she lived with, died and now her ex-husband and shitty father wants
custody of Billy to try and get his trust money...wtf.

In this book we really get to see the pack stick together and their roles. Jacque and his dry humor is
thoroughly entertaining. They all were very fascinated with the twins and the fact they were not full
werewolves, but one could shift. Elias and the twins protect Sue and Billy when she comes to pack land to
worn them about the obnoxious hunters. Even though Sue and Billy are fully human, the pack accepts them
as part of Elias and the twins.

Elias and Sue are so sweet with each other and it's just another aspect of the book that pulls at my
heartstrings. Damn I love this series.

Cyn Mistress Kitty says

[ why didn't Sue turn into a werewolf when Elias bit her when they mated? (hide spoiler)]




